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Premium Vocal Mic

Crossroad Vocal Mic

The Co9 is a favorite
among vocalists across
all musical genres.
Regardless of the live
performance application,
sound technicians and
engineers feel confident
with this mic. A slight bass
roll-off and accentuated
midrange make this
a superb, world-class
sound transducer.

The Co7 is the perfect
choice for the performer
who wants hassle free
sound – a mic that
performs in high volume
situations without feedback. Built to the same
standards of EV’s N/DYM
microphones, this mic’s
low handling noise also
makes it ideal in critical
acoustic settings.
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Cobalt
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Co5

Co4

Excellent vocal intelligibility
™

All models with EV pioneered neodymium elements
Rugged and stage-worthy
Exceptional feedback rejection
at high SPLs
Low handling noise
Unbelievable, affordable price
10 dB more output
Extended frequency response
Controlled proximity effect

™

Classic Vocal Mic

Instrument Mic

Designed for the
performer who prefers
a careful balance of
highs, midrange and
bass, the Co5, with on/off
switch, offers exceptional
vocal intelligibility with
controlled proximity
effect. Got the blues?
Pull out your harp.
With the Co5, you get
clarity and grit —
when YOU want it.

Designed to yield
outstanding performance
in applications requiring
the miking of acoustic and
electric instruments, as
well as vocal performances.
Excellent for stage or
studio, the rugged Co4’s
versatility will make
it a “must have” in any
microphone mix.
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In the various music scenes across the U.S.,
as well as the world, it’s become more difficult to
“make it.” There’s more music out there, and more
of it is refined, well rehearsed, and cleverly marketed.
So how does one “make it”? Get some good gear.
Play gigs. Play more gigs. And record. As you
progress as a performer, so will your demands
for better gear. A good start is with the right
microphones – microphones that won’t force you
into university pharmaceutical testing to afford.
Remember, you only sound as good as the
microphone you’re singing through. Whether
you’re looking for the natural sound of your own
voice or are tweaking it with the numerous effects
that characterize much of today’s vocals, the
Cobalt™ Series is for YOU.

Cobalt™ Advantages
Accurate Sound.
Dependable "Real World" Performance.
Regardless of the kind of music you’re playing, the
size of the room, and how much your fans love you,
ultimately it all comes down to the microphone. And
you only sound as good as the microphone you’re
singing through. Want a mic that performs in the lab
but fails onstage? Of course not. With EV Cobalt™
you are assured clean, clear sound from lows to highs.

Choices
Get the mic that suits your demands. From the
crystal clear, incredible world tour vocal intelligibility
of the Co9 to the exceptional bass response and
precision-controlled proximity effect of the Co5, EV
has you in mind. Step between the two for amazing
feedback control with the Co7. Enter the world of
hassle free sound today!

Affordability
The Cobalt™ line was designed with musicians in
mind. Neodymium technology and cool aesthetics
blended together at a price that will keep you out
of the blood bank. Now you can get high-end
performance at unbelievable prices!
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